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College marijuana
use may be on rise
Of this year's cases, Carman
Hall distributed the most marijuana punishments on campus
at 28, followed by 11 in Taylor
Hall and six in Thomas Hall.
By JOHN FERAK
Keith Kohanzo, director of
Senior news ree?_rter
Eastern's Judicial Board, said
the board is currently debating
Contrary to the notion that whether to make stiffer penalsmoking marijuana declined ties for those students who vioduring the 1980s, some state late drug codes in an attempt
university officials say the use to thwart marijuana usage.
of pot by college students still
"For a first-time offender
remains prevalent.
where there's recreational use
According to the Core Drug of a joint, we'll give the student
and Alcohol Survey - conduct- the benefit of doubt that it's a
ed nationally in the spring of one-time occurrence," Kohanzo
1994 by the University of said. "Other people think we
Minnesota - 45 percent of col- should take a more severe
lege students say they have sanction immediately in the
smoked marijuana at some best interest of students to
point in their lives. However, of reflect the university conduct
the 300 Eastern students code.
polled in the survey, 53 percent
"People in student affairs
admitted using pot at some believe the use of marijuana is
point.
increasing, although the numLynette Drake, Eastern's ber of cases at East.em does not
director of orientation/coordina- reflect that," Kohanzo said.
tor of AIDS, alcohol and drug
Kohanzo said students found
information, said the survey using pot usually receive a $50
showed that 42 percent of fine and reprimand for a first
Eastern students used mari- offense.
juana at least once in the past
Possession of drug parapheryear while 25 percent smoked nalia devices - such as a bowl
grass within the past month. (a small metal pipe used for
Drake said the survey revealed inhaling grass) or a bong (an
that 6 percent of Eastern stu- elongated tube partially filled
dents smoke pot at least three with water used for smoking
times a week - double the pot) - typically result in a repnational average of3 percent.
rimand and a fine from $25 to
Drake said the Minnesota $40.
study surveyed 60,000 stuFor anyone caught with a
dents at colleges across the bulk possession or selling marination.
juana, Kohanzo said that stuMost recent statistics com- dent can expect suspension or
piled by Eastern's Judicial expulsion from Eastern and
Board show that 63 students possible criminal prosecution
have been busted for smoking through the state's attorney's
pot this school year - an office.
increase from the 57 students
♦ See BONGED Page 2
caught in 1993-94.

Editor's note: This is the second of a series regarding the
decisions and trends of
Eastem's Judicial Board.
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SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/

Associate photo editor

Mathematical ants
Seen from an aerial view, about 500 faculty and students formed images and human graphs
Tuesday afternoon in the Library Quad as part of the the 30th annual Conference on the
Teaching of Mathematics in conjunction with Mathematics Week. The National Council of
Teachers and Mathematics (NCTM) insignia represents the organization's 75th anniversary.

Six running for speak.er
Senate leader to be chosen tonight
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor

At least six Student Senate members are
considering running for the senate speaker
position tonight.
The senate speaker will be decided at
tonight's senate meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Lame-duck speaker Chris Boyster said the
senate member oversees the legislative
branch, conducts senate meetings, heads up
legislative leadership, sets the senate agenda
for the semester, appoints senate members to
committees and has final say on legislation
before it goes to the student body president
and the executive board.
Bryan Gutraj, Pat Scanlan, Kevin Piket
and Rick Tucker are all considering running
for speaker. Formal nominations will take
place after the new senate members are seated.

Trevor Griffin said last Wednesday he also
was planning to run for speaker. Boyster said
Jeff Zilch was considering running also. Both
Griffin and Zilch were unavailable for comment Monday.
Two senate members will be required to
nominate speaker candidates and speak on
the speaker's behalf. The candidates will then
be able to speak on their own behalf. A majority vote is required to appoint the speaker.
Bryan Gutraj, who is currently serving as
the Student Representative to the Charleston
City Council, said he is considering running
for speaker in order to keep the senate running well together and get all 30 senate members to fully represent the students.
Gutraj said he thinks Boyster has done a
good job keeping the senate together and
would like to continue cooperating. He also
said he wants to see the Student Government
get more involved in Charleston and wants to
see the student lobbying team fully imp• See SPEAKER Page 2

Faculty Senate hears gender equity issues
fairly and have the same opportunities."
Sharon Bartling, professor of
The Faculty Senate Tuesday heard English, and Eleanor Mitlk:i.fl: associate
from several Eastern faculty regarding professor of psychology, also provided
the sensitivity surrounding gender information on gender equity and the
equity and compliance to Title IX in impact it has on attitudes when proEastern's athletic program.
grams are in fear of being cut.
Title IX, initiated in 1972 by the U.S.
"We support gender equity," Bartling
Department of Education's Office of
said. "But if we cut any men's sports,
Civil Rights, mandate gender equality
women will be blamed."
for universities.
In September of 1994, Eastern cut
Eastern women's volleyball coach
men's
swimming and wrestling to comBetty Ralston said she is in favor of
ply
with
Title IX because money was
gaining equal opportunities for men
not available to add more women's
and women.
"As a coach, I think we would like to sports providing gender equity.
The two men's sports were reinstatsee fairness ," Ralston said . "Our
women deserve as much as men, and ed this March when Eastern agreed to
we would like to see women treated add women's golf to comply with Title

By ERIC BECKER
Staff wrtter

IX.

"We were given an impossible task to
equalize opportunities for males and
females without spending money,"
Midkiff said regarding compliance to
the OCR.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education Joan Schmidt told the senate that dropping sports to comply with
gender equity usually causes tension
between different affiliates.
"There's always sensitivity when
thinking about dropping a sport,"
Schmidt said. "But how much warning
do we need to realize that we need gender equity?"
Senate member Gary Foster also
said he is uneasy of athletics being
reactive toward gender equity.

"I thought we have become more
proactive in noting Title IX," Foster
said. "I thought we were moving
beyond what OCR was looking for."
Technical mandates were not the
only thing that' Eastern was responding to in regards to gender equality, he
said.
"We were ahead of OCR of predicting
our lack of gender equity in athletics,"
Foster said. "We were responding to
something other than technical compliance - we are responding to ethical
compliance."
Also Tuesday, the senate postponed
voting on new senate officers.
The senate will vote on its new officers at 2:45 p.m. Monday in the BOG
Room of Booth Library.
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FROM PAGE ONE

Fun Summer Jobs
''You're Hired"

Speaker_·_________

Have a hot summer earning
cold cash as a Remedy
Temporary. Pick your job,
name your hours, work close
to home and make excellent
wages. Many positions available: Secretary, Word
Processor, Data Entry,
Receptionist, Clerical Sul?port.
Call o.ne of our Chi<;ago
offices for an appointment:

• From page one

lemented.
Kevin Piket, who has sat on the senate since
November, said he is considering running for
speaker because he thinks he can do a good job
in areas such as the Legislative Leadership
committee and organizing the senate's agenda.
"We need to look internally at programs we
have and make them stronger," Piket said.
"Once we do that I think we can expand a bit."
Pat Scanlan said he is considering running
for speaker because he thinks he has the qualities to mak~, him a good one. Scanlan said his

primary goal as speaker would be to use his
experience with the Residence Hall Association
to improve relations between it and the senate.
Rick Tucker said he is considering the speaker position because he believes he has the most
experience of any senate member. Tucker is
going on his second year in the senate, and said
he also has sat on virtually all senate committees.
Tucker said he aims to improve relations
between the Residence Hall Association and the
senate. He also ·plans to work with all committees "to make sure all recognized student organizations are well supported by senate."

Lowenbrau Dark
Leinie, MGD

Pints
@il □ 00

FREE Acoustic Show

Fox Valley to Oak Brook
Itasca/Schaumburg Area
Deerfield & No.Suburbs
Niles
Downtown Chicago

CDGD:r:::B3TI
from Springfield
509 Van Buren 345-2380

T1J

708-369-3399
708-250-4570
708-509-3100
708-470-0970
312-630-9090

Bonged--------♦ From Page One
Larry Bolles, judicial affairs
director at Northern Illinois
University, said marijuana
use among students is rising
at his university as well.
"The fine is to be a deterrent, not a severe fine," Bolles
said. "About 15 years ago, it
was a $20 fine and folks
would pass around a hat, pay
the fine and then light up
again.
.
"A lot of students found it
wasn't worth it at $50, Bolles
added. "I want students to
come in and tell me $50 is too
high."
At NIU, first offenders for
marijuana receive a $50 fine
and must a,ttend a drug and
alcohol awareness counseling
session, as well as being
placed on university disciplinary probation. A second
offense results in a deferr~
suspension and $50 :line. A
third time offender could face
expulsion or suspension,
Bolles said.
- ,.
Bolles said marijuana use
at NIU has risen steadily

a

over the past few years. A rather than the local authorirecent survey of NIU stu- ties, Bolles said. Those cases
dents listed beer as the pre- heard by a university judicial
ferred drug of choice on cam- board do not remain on a stupus, with marijuana ranking dent's academic record and
second.
result in a relatively cheap
John Pickens, NIU campus fine.
police chief, said student
"College students will
marijuana use at universities make mistakes," Bolles said.
is a common trend.
"Fifty dollars is not so bad a
"I don't think we'll ever be fine with a college education.
manJuana
drug-free," In the real world, you can get
Pickens said. "We made one a criminal record. Fortunatearrest with a pretty good ly, they're blessed they are on
quantity of marijuana in the a college campus."
residence halls early in the
According to Illinois statuschool year."
tory provisions listed in the
Bolles said the number of Campus Safety and Law
marijuana cases dealt with Enforcement brochure, posby judicial affairs is mislead- session of less than 2.5 grams
ing because it does not reflect of marijuana is a Class C
the actual number of stu- misdemeanor which results
dents who smoke pot.
in a $500 fine and/or 30 days
"You only see the people in jail. Possession of 2.5 to 10
being caught who are care- grams could result in a $500
less," Bolles said. J Those are ~e. §Ildlor six months in jail. ►
.•stiw~Jlts who dg11,'.t tl,Ji:p th~
,Tim Sheridan ·udjcial
fan tne• right way' or
t ••a1fairs director at Western'
know how to turn the door Illinois, said more students
closed."
facing marijuana charges
Students are fortunate to have appeared in front of the
have a marijuana incident student disciplinary board in
handled by a judicial board recent years.
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The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or examinations,
by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $32 per semester, $16 for summer only, $60
all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of The Associated Press which is entitled to exclusive use of
all artides appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority opinion of the editorial
board; all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial and business offices are located
in the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. To contact editorial and business staff members, phone
(217) 581-2812, fax (217) 581-2923 or email cucms@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu. Second class postage paid at
Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894-1599.
Printed by Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920. Postmaster: Send
address changes to The Daily Eastern News, Room 127 Buzzard Building,
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ATTENTION
STU.DENTS
For your convenience,°CIPS
has set up a temporary office in
the Effingham Room ofthe
EIU Student Union.
We'U be able to tum your serv~e
on or off and.handle account ·
name changes.
We'U be'at the Union
April 26 - May 8,
from 8:()() am to 5pm.
We look forward to seeing you!

Central IIUnol• Publtc s.rvtce Company

Puttin11 Our Em,rgyto War.le lor You.
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New senate sits
Senate speaker to be seated
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor

New senate members for
the 1995-96 school year will
be seated at tonight's Student
Senate meeting.
The senate will meet at 7
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The new senate members
will be seated after the current senate concludes all old
business. A senate speaker
will be elected by the senate
after all new members have
been seated.
Two senate members will
be required to nominate
speaker candidates and will
be able to speak on behalf of
the candidates. Following
that, candidates will be able
to speak on b~half of themselves.
A candidate must get a
majority of the votes to become speaker.
Chris Boyster is currently
the senate speaker.
In other business, the current senate will conclude all
old. J:msiness at ·tonight's
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..- Senate member Pat
Scanlan proposed a bylaw
change to make it mandatory
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for senate members to go to
hall meetings. Scanlan said
the bylaw would allow senate
members who miss three or
more hall council meetings to
be brought up for impeachment by the senate speaker.
Scanlan also proposed a
bylaw which would update
some of the rules of the
Housing and University
Development Committee.
Scanlan is currently serving
as the chairman of the HUD
Committee.
Scanlan said several of the
points within the HUD Committee need to be updated
and "HUD needs to be doing a
lot more."
Also to be considered at the
senate meeting is a resolution
to make Student Publications
go through the Apportionment Board proposed by senate member Bryan Gutraj.
Gutraj said Student Publications had to go through
AB until about two years ago,
when it was decided it should
have a separate account.
Gutraj said the resolution
was written to try to make
Student Publications more
accountable for how student
fees are given and give them
greater freedom on how to use
their funds.

OLD TITLES
$200 I 5 days
We r~nt VCR's
I

This weeks new releases
- Terminal Ve loci ty
-Sleep Stalkers
-puppet Masters
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Transfer student
credit proposal
a good idea
A minimal standard of academic achievement has always been a high priority at
Eastern.
However, a new plan from the Illinois
Board of Higher Education will develop a
uniform standard to evaluate college courses
to determine if they
are acceptab_le for
transfer credit.
Under the plan,
which will begin in the summer session of
1998, a General Education Core Curriculum
would be established across the state that
would determine whether a certain course is
acceptable for transfer credit at all state institutions.
This is a good plan because an increasing
amount of students are choosing to attend
junior colleges, which are relatively inexpensive, before transferring to four-year universities, where tuition rates are continually
increasing.
The core curriculum will benefit students
by making it easier for them to transfer credits from smaller and cheaper institutions to
those universities where a college education
might carry more weight.
If a high school graduate is planning to
begin a college career at a junior college, a
student should be assured that his or her
course load will transfer to a four-year institution.
The several years that a person spends
managing college requirements would only
be lessened with a statewide core curriculum
that outlines one's path in higher education.
The question encompassing this plan,
however, is whether individual students will
receive equal preparation for transferring to
other institutions - under a uniform class
ranking system - or if this plan will allow for
a student who takes basic course to gain
access to higher level courses.
But with the new plan, students enrolling
in junior-college courses will already know
what will be required of them when they
transfer to a four-year university.
It will be their responsibility to make sure
they enroll for the adequate courses.

Editorial

Student activism alive on college campus~s
When Alan Canfora said
provider of corn sweetener
"Times change, issues
for the two beverages.
"Students C1Jie
chang e, student s don't
W hile these protests w ill
change," I have to admit I
marching, s ithardly make t he pages o f
didn 't believe him.
tinrr- fn, s tarvinn
newspapers , news m agazines
Lu ~
~ ~
and history books, as did a
Canfora, one of the st udents shot by the U.S.
and othenvise
photo of Canfora waving a
National Guard during the
protesting iss~s black flag in front of gun -totMay 4 , 1970 Kent State rally ,
ing National Guardsmen ,
spoke at Eastern March 28
fa.cing their CWTI- they are examples of activism
about student activism in the Heidi
puses."
nonetheless.
past, present and fut ure.
Beyond the realm of
I attended t he speech fully Keibler
East ern , students are marchexpecting Canfora to tear
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • ing , sitt ing-in , starving and
into to day' s students, calling us apathetic and urgotherwise pro testing issues facing their campuses.
ing us t o p ick a cause, take a stand and fight for it. . ·
At DePaul University in Chicago, a group of stuA nd that I would have understood .
dents recently ended a 10 -day sit-in during where
But Canfora did the o pposite, and I left the
they were protesting an allegedly racist article that
speech feeling a little confused.
appeared in their college's newspaper.
But now, as I monitor the campus climate at
Last week at Ball State University in Muncie, Ind.,
Eastern lately and read other campus newspapers,
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisex ual Student Association
I'm beg inning to think Canfora was right. , '--,
marched across campus chanting slogans for equal
At Eastern alo ne this year, st udents have w it- '
rig hts, such as "We ' re here; we ' re queer; get used
to it."
nessed and participated in several p rotests.
On Feb. 2, a group of about 70 st udents
At the University of Tennessee in Knoxville last
swarmed around Old Main , marching and waving
week, students marched across campus t o protest
signs that stated "Save the Males," " Women swimproposed cuts in federal student financial aid,
mers support the men," and "OCR to President
chanting and carrying signs stating "Give Newt t he
Jorns: Beam me up a plan Dave" to protest the
Boot," and " Equality for Education."
elimination of men 's swimming and wrestling .
And currently at .Northwestern University in
The sports have been reinstated , and while it' s
Evanston , the Asian American Advisory Board and
arguable that the marchers weren 't the deciding
its supporters are participating in a hunger strike to
factor in that decision, at least they made them protest the university' s rejection of a proposal to
selves heard.
establish an Asian-American Studies program.
On Feb. 28, Sam Fuller, an Eastern graduate stuYes, activism is alive.
dent in home econom ics and political science, coorMaybe tl:te issues aren 't as pressing, maybe the
dinated a day of action that included a political rally
pictures won 't be as widely circulated , and most
at Friends&... Co. Despite the rain , close to 50 peolikely the protesters won 't be touring college campie attended the rally to listen to speakers and
puses in years to come, telling their stories of
protest various aspects of the Republican 's Contract
protest as Canfora did.
with America.
But students are standing up, speaking out and
And currently, Eastern's Haiti Connection is
refusing to be ignored . I like the sound of that.
pushing a campuswide boycott of Pepsi and Coke
to protest the lockout of 763 workers in Decatur
- Heidi Keib/er is the editor in chief and a regular
imposed by A .E. Staley Manufacturing Co., the
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Yourturn
Reader misinfor med
about main purpose
of minority events
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to Eric
Foote's "Minority events have a historical purpose on campus" letter to
the editor in The Daily Eastern News.
Your letter Mr. Foote, leaves me
extremely bewildered to what it is
you are trying to say. You start off
telling us why you feel black-oriented organizations are important for
historical reasons, and then you end
up giving us a far-fetched comparison between blacks running for a
black beauty pageant or for a black
office and how "one would
inevitably chose the black position
before the all-campus position
because of the chances of winning."
I'm not exactly sure what your point
is but I would like to address this and
other comments you make.
First, it's sad that you believe, as
quoted in your letter, that "except for
Martin Luther King, Jr. and a few others, the main U.S. history makers
have been white. " It is obvious that
you need a course in black history.
Now, about your scenario where
the choice is given to run for a beauty pageant or a campus position. First
of all, the Miss Black EIU pageant is
not a beauty competition. There is no
need for a beauty pageant because
we are all beautiful because of our
different skin complexions to our
personality differences. The purpose
of the Miss Black EIU pageant is to
honor ourselves of the circumstances
and obstades that we've overcome
and to show respect to our ancestors
who fought hard to give us opportunities that many others were born
with. It is also held to exemplify our
heritage, history, poise g reatness
and beauty. If you ever attended one,
you would see this is shown
throughout the show.
. ~e problem that I have with your
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letter is how this can compare to run- . it was African Americans that your
ning for an all-campus position. From
ancestors got their abilities from,
my understanding, the purpose of an
inducting arts and sciences. If possiall-campus position is to represent
ble, try to get a dass Dr. CoMn
the campus when different issues
teaches. You could learn a lot.
arise. I don't understand how the
two can be compared when they
LaChone Pitchford
have two very different purposes. To
leave the comparison as it is, I
believe a black person could do both
- run for Miss Black EIU and run for
an office - and do it extremely efficiently, probably leaving the majority
Dear editor:
on campus bewildered at the skill
The Daily Eastern News has gotten
black people possess.
so
pinheaded that I believe we all
It is unfortunate that you think,
must
begin to consider whether it
.. "one would inevitably choose the
does more harm than good.
black position before the all-campus
One example of its idiocy was the
position because of the chances of
inane
editorial that described Eastern
winning. There are less people to
President David Jorns State of the
convince of your abilities and less
University speech as lacking subpeople to impress. Because of this,
stance.
there is going to be fewer minority
Ironically, the editorial itself lacked
contestants and candidates in the allall substance. There were implied
campus organizations, further sepacriticisms but no real alternative solurating the races than integrating
tions mentioned.
them."
The newspaper's key attack was
This is unfortunate because you
that Jorns' speech "was much like
think minorities aren't involved in
that of a politician. "
campus organizations because of the
I know that the newspaper staff is
people they would have to convince
young
and inexperienced but before
of their abilities and try to impress.
they "open their mouths" they
You are sadly mistaken. In my opinshould have some semblance of
ion, minorities don't involve themunderstanding this society.
selves with all-campus organizations
If they had that understanding
because too many times in the past
they would know that all successful
their opinions have been overlooked,
college or university presidents must
not accepted, not appreciated or
act
and talk like politicians.
simply ignored. It has little or nothAny president who did not do so
ing to do with who we have to conwould either probably be thrown out
vince or impress with our abilities.
of office very quickly and also do
The work African Americans do for
great harm to the university and its
each other is proof enough. The
future. ·
activities, events and organizations
I suspect that the key staff memthat African Americans involve thembers
of the News do not have even
selves in are more than likely
the
remotest
idea of what politicians
planned, attended and funded by
do or how the government works.
African Americans. Don't be mistakThe News accused Jorns' speech
en about the abilities African
of
being vague. This is a perfect defiAmericans have. They are vast and
of the newspaper's editorial.
nition
large.
Once you take that history course
Allan H. Keith
I suggested earlier, yo~ will l~rn. that

New inexperienced
DEN staff does more
harm than g_ood
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A NeWDirection
Gov. Jim Edgar has made major changes
to Eastern and other state universities
Editor's note: The Person of the Year is chosen by The Daily Eastern News editorial
board as the one person who has
had the most profound effect on
the campus. The following opinion essay is based on the News'
selection.
For better or worse, higher
education at institutions in
Illinois such as Eastern is undergoing major changes.
And while a number of individuals are responsible for
proposing and implementing
these changes, Gov. Jim Edgar is
the one person who made those
proposed changes a reality.
Becau'se of legislation endorsed
and signed by Edgar, a native
of Charleston and a 1968
Eastern graduate, Eastern will never be
the same.
In his State of
the State Address;,'
Edgar endorsed a
plart •~tha'.tGefirninated the Board of
Governors, Eastern 's governing
board, and on Feb. .
28, Edgar signed
that
plan
into
effect.
The legislation proposing the board's elimination
was actuallv introduced several times in Rast years
,, '\ ''I °"ri)~·1...~, 1b.,·~,H l -i\ n,-,:,,n~..<b \l'.' l !
-!'o!) J 4:;J1,$'(.1ft10..,")
by state Kep. IVUKe weaver, K-f\snmore. ut t.agar
is the one who gave it the final OK.
Weaver last introduced the bill in 1993, but it
failed to pass the Democrat-controlled House of
Representatives.
The elimination of. the BOG - which governs
Eastern, Western Illinois, Northeastern, Governors
State and Chicago State universities - has served as
a catalyst for a number of changes at Eastern.
eectuse ,_pf; fbe. -board's elimination, several programs sha!ef! ,QY tb~. five ~piversities are in limbo,
including the BdCs' h'ltetnet system., common
insurance and the BOG degree program - a bachelor's program designed for "nontraditional " working students, usually adults, in which work experience can be counted for academic credit.
The board's elimination also prompted Eastern
Presicjeot Dp.vid Jorns to plan an administrative reorgan_i~tl ot:_1,.·tP<\t~str,eamlines institutional advancement and, reshl!lffles responsibilities among the various administrative departments at the university.
The reorganization is intended to boost political
power for Eastern and to allow Steven Falk, vice
president for Institutional Advancement , to focus
more on fundraising.
The elimination of the BOG was intended to cut
out much of the bureaucratic red tape in higher
education and grant Eastern and the other BOG

universities more autonomy by giving
them their own governing boards.
The individual governing
boards will be established, but
the autonomy is still up in the
air.
In response to the BOG's
elimination,
Sen.
Steve
Rauschenberger, R-Elgin, has
introduced a bill calling for
more power for the Illinois
Board of Higher Education - a
bill that Edgar, in turn, supports.
If Edgar signs this IBHE bill, the
IBHE will have oversight over several aspects of public universities,
including tuition and fees, program
termination, approval of all capital
projects and several other areas.
The purpose of the bill, . as stated
by Rauschenberger, is to give state universities "an accountability and coordinating board that would bring universities to the table to discuss
statewide concerns."
The bill also is
designed to ensure
that universities
and their govern- ing boards "will
not focus too much
on internal mission
politics. "
While campus
officials oppose the bill giving the IBHE more
power, saying. it.contradicts the. caJJ for .more
autonomv created 6vJ hP BOr". eli,rninatio,D 6iJ) ,. no-:t1b...l c:::•ru V-/Uti ("'t l~}J~h
.id' ... r.1. .....,.,' jA J.•.,,
one can argue t at the two bills, and Edgar s support of them, will continue to have a profound
impact on Eastern .
And while Edgar is not the sponsor of either bill,
he has the final say in implementing the legislation
and is therefore responsible for the changes
brought about by the bills.
Eastern's budget for next year also will see some
major changes thanks to Edgar.
Edgar approved in full the budget recommendations from the IBHE for the second consecutive
year, giving higher education a $2.57 billion budget for next year - a 4.6 percent increase over this
year. This budget approval includes a $58 million
budget for Eastern.
In addition , he approved grant of $1 million for
Eastern for library improvements and $150,000 for
deferred maintenance. The $150,000 will be added
to the base budget, which means Eastern will now
receive it every year.
The elimination of the BOG, the creation of an
individual governing board for Eastern, the reorganization of Eastern's administrative departments
and the possible increase in power for the IBHE are
all thanks to Edgar.
The substantial impact Eastern will feel because
of Edgar's emphasis on higher education makes
him The Daily Eastern News Person of the Year.
.i.
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Former Panther Club
member upset with
way money is spent
Dear editor:
A few weeks ago, after being
phoned by a member of the Eastern
Illinois athletic department, I decided
to renew my ·membership with
Eastern's Panther Club.
Just what does being a member of
the Panther Club get you? Not much,
other than a 10 percent discount for
all purchases made at the Charleston
and Mattoon Arby's.
I'm a gray level member, which
means I give at least $30 per year.
I joined the club thinking my
money would be going to help

Eastern athfetic teams buy new uniforms, equJpment or help improve
the facilities.
On Friday, April 14, I found out
where part of the money was about to
go - for golf memberships for four
members of the athletic department
at the Charleston Country Club.
For a school that nearly lost two
programs, men ' s swimming and
wrestling, and has to add two more, I
find it funny that the money the athletic program is given by boosters is
being steered toward the golf course
and not to helping the athletic program.
Because the people in charge
haven't showed me that they can
manage the money properly, I'm not
going to give this year.

/

I just don't feel right donating real conference and our teams can get
money that could help Bob McBee some real competition. It may not be
figure out his slice off the tee or help the best idea, but it beats paying for
Rick Samuels shore up his short game the tee times.
Don O'Brien
around the green.
I would hope that other Panther
Club members, whether they only
give $30 a year or dish out $5,000 a
year, will sit back and think twice
before putting checks in the mail that
The Daily Eastern News encourages letmay fund an Eastern Skins Game at ters to the editor concerning any local,
Charleston Country Club.
state, national or international issue.
My donation may only be a drop in
Letters should be less than 350 words.
the bucket, but if other members also For the letter to be printed, the name of
withhold their money for a year, the the author, in addition to the author's
powers that be may wise up and start address and telephone number, must be
spending out money wisely.
ind_uded. If necessary, letters will be editHere's an idea. Why don't you
ed according to length and space at the
grease some pockets in the Ohio . discretion of the editorial page editor or
Valley Conference, so we can join a editor in chief.

Letter policy
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SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE •••
DON'T GET CAUGHT WITHOUT A JOB
Bindery Helpers, Assemblers, Production
Line Workers, Outside Laborers, Data Entry
Operators, Receptionists, Secretaries

7f [h) ~ ~ £5 Q1] [Ji]] [Ji]]® [fp
lh ~it itlhce @®<]]es[}D
cal[n)dJ itlhce @®®lli£s~l°

Call 1-800-526-7211 Today to s.e cure your SUllllller job

Never a Fee
Western Staff Service
Locally Owned & Operated e.o.e. m /f/v/h

"'11e:&1.t.•e>et.r ,l!!lr "'11.a.she:d.

* I 00 - Bud Light &
Miller lite Drafts
•2'"- strawbeny Daiquiris
& Margaritas
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If you live in Chicag~'s south~est suburbs, there's more than one way to

Free Soft Drink Reflll During Lunch & Dinner
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have a hot summer. You can have a good time with your friends going to the
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Cold c1-oi!':»:S.dl1l
Sa11dwich o r the l>ay
Clliche11

beach. Or, you can have a good time with your friends and make your life
'"'·

easier in the fall by taking summer classes at Moraine Valley Community CoHege.

Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-2am • Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am • Sun 11am-11pm

Summer school at Moraine Valley lets you get credits out of the way the

easy way - a few at a time - so you'll have more free time in the fall. Choose
from hundreds of courses that are designed to transfer to your college or
university. Morning, day and evening classes are available, with several
sessions to choose from - at a price that's hard to beat.
Register now for summer classes at Moraine Valley! Our s

term starts May 15, and summer sessions begi
J.

today at (708) 974-2110. (TT/TDD 7
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Send a Friend a Farewell Personal

~

345-2844

I !__$_2___6CYOFF-l I
i~ !

And Send It In Style!

Choose bt;'tween-..two-s1~J ~r;:. --.:.•
Graduation Personals will b"e 'in tlie
Finals Edition of the Daily Eastern News.
Deadline: Wednesday, April 27

Large Pizza ! ~~
_.1
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Expires 5/3/95
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Fred,
Have a
nice life.
Jack

(

Thelma,
I hope life treats
you well after
graduation.

I

(lxl)
$3.50

Love, Bertha

•

(lx2)

$5.00

~-----------------------~
'

I
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL EASTERN
STUDENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY & FAMILIES
No other discounts apply

'1~~~-- _
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-✓~

FREE ADJUSTMENTS

EXPRESS

EYECARE
PHONE 235~ "I "I 00
•CROSS COUNTY MALL • MATTOON~IL

13 :J f4IDI liiii::i I

Dr. Bob Edwards,O.D

I

I

..

.

(lxl)

$3.50

(lx2)

$5.00

·

Bring payment to:
Student
Publications
Office
Buzzard 127
All ads must be
in by 2 pm on
April 27th.
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Eastern Illinois Students
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Newly· Remodeled Game Room

THING IN
TOWN!

More Pool Tables for Your
ENJOYMENT!

1415 Fourth St.
348-0911
Open 11 a.m.-After
the Bars Close

,,

BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!

Our members describe their
health plan in three words:
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That's because PersonalCare ·s HMO o ffers
an important benefit other plans overlook:

personal service.
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·•i~-

i

Wh et her

it"s our 'new member orientation or

u

the prompt attention of a personal
representative you can turn to with
questions or concerns.

~$~

personal attention

is

definitely th e difference. And it's why 95 % of PersonalCare 's
m embe rs have rated their health plan "good" or "very good'"
for three years running.
We fit your n eeds and your budget, with flexible, affordable

: as the
not be
t's not
1 func-

coverage and

low out-of..,pocket costs.

Contact your Insurance Represe ntati ve. or for a free
brochur e and provider list. call our Customer Service

MAP,

Department at I -800-431 -1 211 or 2 1 7-366-1 226.
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Personalcare
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5 IO Devonshire Drive, Champaign, Illinois 6 I 820
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SAVE MONEY on Auto &
Motorcycle Insurance Call BILL
HALL today at 345-7023 or stop
by HALL INSURANCE 1010 East
Lincoln.

Double your income. Sell Avon.
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 3481290
Avon
Independent
Representative.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/28

Pizza maker wanted part time ,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza , 1600 Lincoln ,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _,5/6
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII , ETC.) SUMMER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER,
NEC. GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.
E1060
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/1
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
Aide for the 3-11 . shift and available for weekends. Day time hrs.
on weekends possible. Must be
organ. & dependable. Exper. prefer. but will train the right person.
Apply in person at 738 18th
Street, Charleston, IL. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
ACCEPTING APPS.FOR ACTIVITY DIRECTOR FOR DD
ADULTS.
BA CHELORS
DEGREE IN A HUMAN SERVICES FIELD REQUIRED. MANAG EM ENT EX PE RIENCE A
PLUS. STARTING SALARY OF
$18 ,000 PLUS FULL BENEFIT
PACKAGE.
OUTGOING,
ENTHUSIAST IC
PEOPLE
PLEASE APPLY AT 738 18TH
ST. CHARLESTON. E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/1
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext C57386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan , Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146
ext.J57381.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Avail. Immediately ! Managerial
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
area of the Worthington Inn .
Experience and knowledge of
area
preferred . Excellent
salary/benefits and health/life ins.
pkg. offered for FT. Apply in person at 920 W. Lincoln,
Charleston, IL, 61920.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 5/1
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE
NOW! AMERICA'S LARGEST
STUDENT PAINTING COMPANY
IS NOW HIRING CALL ASAP
POSITIONS FILLING FAST, NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
ALL TRAINING PROVIDED THIS
SUMMER. POSITIONS IN YOUR
HOMETOWN. CALL JOB HOT
LINE 1-800-265-1133 FOR
YOUR APPLICATIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _5/1
Summer Pressroom help needed
at The Eastern News. Sunday
and Tuesday nights 10pm-2am,
starting June 11 . Pick up application at 127 Buzzard, Student
Publications Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
STUDENTS NEEDED! National
Parks are now hiring seasonal &
full-time. Forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
more. Excellent benefits + bonuses!
Call:
1-206-545-4804
ext.N57386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1

Attention: Earn Money Reading
Books! Up to $500 weekly.
Choose subject matter. For more
details call 1 (206) 362-4304 ext
E075.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
area of the Worthington Inn .
Experience and knowledge of
area
preferred.
Excellent
salary/benefits and health/life ins.
pkg. offered for FT. Apply in person at 920 W. Lincoln,
Charleston, IL. 61920.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Part time position available in
Chiropractic office. Must have
good book keeping skills. Apply in
person at Gandolfi Chiropractic
Center 2115 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Summer jobs camp ability. Atscrafts, aquatics, nature-camping,
music coordinators, counselors,
director. Start at 150 a week June
5th-August 6th. Inquires call 708637-1050.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Summer Help, Earn Extra $$$
During the Summer ·Work Near
Home. We have several long and
short term assignments to start
immediately. We offer data Entry,
work processing, receptionist,
and general office positions .
Select Staffing 188 Industrial
Drive Elmhurst, IL 60126 Call
TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT! (708)832-0083.
------,-----5/1
Now Hiring at $4.75/hr must be
available nights and weekends
Apply at Dairy Queen 20 state
street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
RESORT JOBS-Earn to $12/hr. +
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
+ more. Tropical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-632-0150
ext.R57831.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
Habilitation Aid Position available.
Midnight to 8 :00am Apply at
Omega 15 910 17th Street
Competitive salary.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. _,
Make up to ' $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146
ext.JS 7382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Immediate openings for kitchen
staff for summer. Apply in person.
Stix 1412 4th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach :swi mming , canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery,
archery, tennis, golf, sports, computers, camping, crafts, dramatics, OR riding . Also kitchen,
office, maintenance. Salary
$1200 or more plus R&B. Camp
LWC/GWC, 1765 Maple, Nfld., IL
60093. 708-446-2444.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
Waitress wanted part time ,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Daily Eastern News Circulation
needs reliable summer delivery
person . $15 for Approx. 1.5
hours . Monday & Wednesday
morning, 4:30 am. Applications
available Rm 127 Buzzard
Building. Must have valid drivers
license.

SUMMER HELP WANTED 40
HOURS PER WEEK $6.00 TO
$9 .00 PER HOUR SOUTH AND
WEST CHICAGO SUBURBS
-CALL PAINT USA TODAY
(815)485-4850.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/27
Mattoon YMCA Summer jobs
available: lifeguards, swim
instructors, Day Camp staff, and
fitness instructors . Apply at
YMCA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
ACTIVITY DIRECTORS Spend
your summer "running the fun "
on the sunny beaches of
Southern California, the Florida
Coast, Hilton Head Island, SC ;
Myrtle Beach, SC ; Palm
Springs, CA; and Orlando, FL.
National recreation company
has summer and year round
openings at over 90 beautiful
resort locations. Fully furnished
apartments + $150/mo stipend.
Call 800-864-6762 or fax
resume to 803-785-4368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR SUMMER. WILL BE HIRING
AS SOON AS SCHOOL IS OUT.
POSITION IS FOR YARD HELP
AND OFFICE WORK. IF YOU
HAVE EXPERIENCE "GREAT' IF
NOT WE WILL TRAIN. PLEASE
APPLY AT CHARLESTON LUMBER 208 6TH ST. NO PHONE
CALLS! APPLICANT MUST BE 18
YEARS OLD WITH A VALID
DRIVERS LICENSE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Summer in Chicago. Child care
and light housekeeping for suburban Chicago families. Must be
a responsible, loving non-smoker. Call Northfield Nannies (708)
501-5354.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 4/5, 12,9,26,5/1
HAVE OFFICE SKILLS? AND
WANT TO WORK THIS SUMMER? EARN $$$ AND GAIN
VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE
BY WORKING TEMPORARY!
CALL TODAYS TEMPORARY.
DES PLANES (708)699-3010,
SCHAUMBERG (708)240-9411 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ ca4/3-7, 24-8
Don't forget to place your graduation personall(lh' CPiilm',mY,.1
Eastern News!

Roommate wanted for summer.
Close to campus $200/mo . All
utilities and washer and dryer
included. (Female preferred) Call
348-7856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

WANTED: Full size bed Mattress,
boxspring, FRAME. Call 3485206.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/27

I

J.DoPTIO~

Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency
helping those consider.ing an .
adoptive placement. Legal, confidential. Allowable expenses paid.
Call 800-333-3424 for more infor-, •
mation.
,,.-----=-----ca24-28
Frank and Suzanne, ,a loving cou!
pie of an adopted child, are looking to find a little brother or sister.
Parents are well educated, financially secure, with great friends
and big families . We 'live in a
quaint village with a very good
school system and have a loving
comfortable home. Can help with
medical expenses. Call our
lawyer collect. Kirsten Ctouse
Bays 217-345-6099.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Adoption . We are a happily married engineer/teacher who wish
to become devoted dad/stay at
home mom . We can give your
baby a loving home and wonderful life. Call Elaine/Alan collect anytime (309) 693-2957 or
our attorney Theresa (309) 6921087.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

BOOIDllTE8
Roommate needed for fall '95Spring '96. Reasonable rent. Can
have pets. Call Kathy 581-8040.
-,:,---------,----,-4128
2 Roommates wanted Lg. House 4
Blks from EIU $210.00 mo. all utilities+cable paid Evenings 3486041 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Male Upperclass Roommate needed 95-96 School year. House close
to campus. 345-7678.
- - - , - - - - - - - - - 4 /28
Female Roommate needed for
Fall/S__prin9. 1emester. Apt. 1 block
fro~ :cl.inlir,'SlitXf;()r de
ifib\A
Brenda at 348-5181 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28

all
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Laughing"
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18 Novel set in
45 "--doll ... "
Tahiti
(start of a
19 Kind of blonde,
request)
once
46 Bleach
20 Speed demon 's
ingredient
way to go
47 Cricket sides
23 "The works "
48 Wedding dress
feature
24 Chan portrayer
50 Dock org .
27 1930's power
prog .
52 Tumbler ' s way
to go
30 Navy waiter

ACROSS

PHI GAMMA NU Executive Board meeting at 6pm in 027 Lumpkin.
Don't forget to wear letters.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES Assoc weekly meeting at 5pm in 207
Blair. All members/people interested should attend for fall activities
planning; Elections will be held.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Wednesday night Bible Study at
7pm at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St. Call 345-6990 for
rides/info.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Informational meeting at 7pm in the Afro-American
Cultural Center. Business attire mandatory; for all interested. Call Kerry
Innis at 581-3487 for more info.
UB HOMECOMING MEETING at 9:30pm in the Arcola/Tuscola Room,
MLK Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Activities at Heritage House; meet at the Rock at
6:45pm.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass at 9pm at, the !Slewman Center,
with Fellowship following .
,.
r ·' t 'A .J/\209c'll :::tfl,-,9,,t
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Bible Study at 6pm iri thec'Newlilfan
Center.
SPECIAL OLYMPICS FROM 7:30am-2:30pm on April 28 at O'Brien
Field. Please come join in providing EIU hospitality. Please report to the
"Volunteer Table" if you have an assignment, or just to help out. Help is
essential and will be appreciated.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Weqnes_d~.. (Thurs.day is deadline
fQfF"ll~ S_!!llicqa pr&il!l~W:~-) c1fp+stsJ6tr\1tted~'FTE'R DE-ADLINl:
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! EARN
SUMMER CASH NOW! CLERICAL AND WAREHOUSE WORK
CALL TODAY! 708-843-2222
SCHAUMBURG, IL 708-9713333 LISLE, IL CAREERS USA
TEMPORARY SVCS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1

~----------~
Three Summer Sublessors needed
for three bedroom apt. in Park
Place. $130 Please Call 345-1250.
-,-----------4/26
Subless0r needed for 1 bedroom
apartment uptown . Unfurnished.
$550+utilities. Call Jenn 345-5291.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
2 Bedroom apt. Nice, close to
campus. $175 .00+utilities. Call
345-8695.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

59 Taper off
62 Buck extension
63 Satiate
64 Bakery order
65 Course offerer
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21 Gantry or Fudd
22 Chicago area,
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ZS Prized rug
26 Bring home by
the ears
27 Pulsate
28 It may be ultra
29Showup
31 Dame
Thorndike of the
English stage

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

I

CHEAP RENT! PARK PLACE
APARTMENT- 3 BEDROOMS.
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER.
MAY-AUGUST. CALL #348-0261.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
SUMMER! SUMMER! Nice two
bedroom apartment, partly furnjshed. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. Call 348-5041, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
3 BDR., Park Place Apartments,
rent negotiable , furnished, air
conditioned for summer '95. Call
345-5599.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER 95. FURNISHED
APARTMENT IN ORCHARD
PARK FOR CHEAP PRICE.
CALL NOW! 348-8140.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/27
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Summer sublessor needed. Park
Place low rent. 1 bedroom 3454868.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
Summer Subs Needed! CHEAP!
Near Campus . Call now 3455149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
1 person . House on 7th $300
entire summer & utilities. May 9Aug 15. Rick 348-5536.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___4/28
2-4 sublessors needed Summer
'95 Park Place I med. 2 bedroom
apt Call 345-3728.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
Summe r sublessors needed.
Close to campus. New furniture
and carpet. Rent negotiable. Call
345-1627.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
Sublessor needed to live in town
house on 6th & Polk with 2 other
girls for 95'-96' school year. Call
2535.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
Sublessor/s needed Summer 95,
Nice furnished apt·. close to campus on 4th St., $275. Call 3452145.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 4/28
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Now leasing , 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments . McArthur Manor
Apartment , 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
PEOPLE AVAIL. FALL '95. FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. CALL 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Houses for 4-5 students .
Furnished. Close to EIU . No pets.
345-6621 . Leave message.
- - - - - - - ~ - - -5/1
Avail. June 2 BR _ furn apts. 1 yr
lease . NO PETS . Water/Trash
incl. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts.
10 or 12 mo. lease . NO PETS.
Watprn;-rash inql. ..\l.H ,'\\tir,$t,,31~:,
7746.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW
RENTING . POOL , CENTRAL
AIR. FROM $150 PER PERSON.
APPOINTMENT 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SHARP 2 & 3 BR APTS. , low
util ., ale, furnished , convenient.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
-------,--------'5/1
University-Court Apartment available, 2 bedrooms for 3-4 people.
Includes balcony, cable, phone
and more. Call Sam or Scott at
581-8069 or stop by office for
more info.
-~=--=-c=-c=-c--,-----4/26
LARGE 4 BEDROOM APART. UP
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS,
FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DISPOSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
AIR WOODED LOCATION . 345-
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2363.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _5/1
Summer and Fall, one bedroom
apt. upstairs Large $275.00 &
$200 .00 Dep . One Br. apt.
Downstairs Large $275.+200 Dep.
Efficiency apt. Large $235+$175.00
Dep. Call 235-3550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1

LARGE THREE BEDROOM
TOWN HOME UP TO 5 PEOPLE
LARGE ROOMS , FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DISPOSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
AIR WOODED LOCATION. CALL
345-2363.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Avail June 1 bedroom furnished 1
year
lease .
NO
PETS .
Water/trash included. 947 4th St.
348-7746.
c-cc----=-=~--,,-------5/1
MINI-STORAGE . AVAIL NOW
STARTING AT $30/MONTH 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Large 3 bedroom apartment
available 8/15/95. Good condition , quiet residential building at
300 Harrison . $17 5/month per
person. Call David McGrady at
348-8258.
-,------------5/1
GIRLS VERY NICE ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. WATER AND TRASH
PAID. NO PETS. 345-5048.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
2 bedroom apartment for two
people . Close to downtown
square in quiet neighborhood .
Quiet, mature persons only $250
each, includes all utilities except
phone and cable. Call 345-341 O
or 348-8480.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Furnished house for 4 women.
Close to campus. Available for
summer or fall '95. Call 345-5703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Now leasing for fall , 3 bedroom
furnished apartment, dishwasher.
3 blocks from campus 1o month
lease call 345-3401, 345-2263, or
348-8851 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
3 bedroom furnished house 3
blocks from campus for 3 students phone 345-3657 after 6:00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
Nice 1 BR. APT. Close to E.I.U .
Air Cond . Water & Trash furn .
Lease & dep. req . No Pets. $315
month- Available May Realtor
345-8600.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/28
Quiet person/non-smoker/no pet.
, Elegant ·famish •apt' w/ garage' near ·
shopping. Deposit $850. 10 month
lease. $850 a month. 345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
For Rent- apts. 3-bdrm- 3 people1524 Div 2-bdrm- 4 people- 1827
9th (priced accordingly) . 1-bdrm.
1 or 2 people- 1436- 10th . 2
bdrm- 2-3 people- 1436 -10th .
Call for details- Ronnie Lanman
345/5148 or 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
Very nice one and two bedroom
mobile homes. Nice carpet and
appliances. Quiet trailer court.
$160 each for two. Singles also
available 345-4508.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
Nicely furnished one-bedroom
apartment for one quiet female .
Most utilities included in rent. 12month lease. $345/mo. 345-4508.
,..,..,,.,,.....,,....,..,..------,----c-4/27
FOR RENT 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS , FURNISHED, REASONABLE RENT,
WASHER DRYER CALL 5812198.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/26
RENTAL
PROPERTY
CHARLESTON : TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APT. LEASE
& DEPOSIT REQUIRED. PHONE
345-6011 AFTER 5:30 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

RENTAL PROPERTY EXTRA
NICE UPSTAIRS APARTMENT
208 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED ,
PARTIALLY FURNISHED, A/C,
SHOWER , VERY QUIET.
DEPOSIT & LEASE REQUIRED
CALL 345-7 522 ASK FOR
LARRY AFTER 5:30 345-9462.
- - - - - , - - , -- - - - 5 / 1
2, 3, 4 and 6 Bedroom Houses
for Rent. 345-3554 after 5:00
pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Last chance to rent 3 BR apartment at the Atrium or 3 BR
house on 9th Street '95-96 Yr.
Call 345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 4/19,21,3,6,8

l

FoBMJ.LE

2-10" MTX BASS SPEAKERS
IN CARPETED FACTORY BOX.
LIKE NEW. ' MUST SEE .
$300.00. 345-1384.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Complete Car Stereo: $225 ;
Strength Shoe System , size 13:
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200;
345-5197.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SEGA GENESIS W/ ARCADE
CONTROLS, $85 .00 ; DUAL
CASSETTE RADIO , $60 .00 ;
KENWOOD PORTABLE CD
PLAYER, $135.00. 345-5681 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
Rockford Fosgate Punch 75
Amplifier Excellent cond .
$150.00 Call 345-3893.
---------.....,...-5/1
160 Watt Peavy Combo $200
Charvette guitar & case $80
Casio FX-7700 GB calculator
$50. 581-3086.
. , , . - - - - - - - - - - -5/1
Schwinn touring bike , mint cond iti on , many xtras $150 obo .
Three large piranhas $50 . Rob
581 -8016.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
One white and one stained
Dorm size Loft $50 a piece obo.
Rob/Jackie 581-8016.
---=-cc----,---- - - - -- 4/26
' 94 RED EAGLE TALON .
AUJi OMIH~C. EXC6L.LENT,,
CONDITION . $12,000 OR BEST
OFFER. CALL OR LEAVE MESSAGE . 345-3867.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/26
1994 Trek 8700 Carbon .
Roxshox, Mavic 231 rims , many
extras. Must SELL! Make offer.
581-2829 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SCOOTER - '88 Honda Elite ,
Blk. GREAT PARKING , $325
OBO . CALL BRYCE at 3456781 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
IBM computer and mouse used
8 months , Window 3.0 $350
345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
1982 650 Suzuki. Good condition Great for summer classes
$650 or B.O. 345-4393 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
LOFT FOR SALE . MATTRESS
INCLUDED . $70 0 .8.0 . CALL
348-8274 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/27

LOST: Softball Glove left on intramural field , April 5. 75$ Reward.
Call 581-5165.
--,--..,....,,---,---,-,-----4/26
LOST: LARGE, ALL BLACK
NEUTERED
MALE
CAT.
ANSWERS TO THE NAME
"GOALIE." OFFERING REWARD.
345-6942.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
(217)234-4529.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
FOUND : male dog, light brown
and white medium size , short
hair. Pink collar call 345-7131 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
FOUND : a phone in Buzzard.
Identify to claim at Student
Publications Office 127 Buzzard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27

I

ilNOffl"CEMB?ft'IJ

I

Cash on the spot for anything of
value. Pawn brokers 4th and
Madison. 345-9842 or 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
ALL OMEGA MEMBERS All
money owed for distributed FUN
RUN Shirts are due in the Office
of Student Activities, no later than
3 :00 pm , Wed . April 26 .
Questions Call Julie at 345-2877
or 581-3967.
- - - ---,------4/26
Holly Hawkins: Good luck this last
week and during Finals. I hope
you have a great summer! Phi
Sig love, Your secret sister.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
AMY BECKMAN cousin , roommate, and now SISTER! CONGRATULATIONS , I'm so happy
for you. SIGMA LOVE, LORI.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/26
KARA RANCILIO of DELTA
ZETA: Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to Scott Corso of
Sigma Phi Epsilon! I'm so happy
for you! DZ Love, your mom ,
Jennie.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 4/26
GRADUATING SENIORS! SIGN
UP NOW IN THE STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE TO
HAVE YOUR '95 WARBLER
MAILED TO YOU.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Beth Matkovich of AST:
Congratulations on being Active
of the Month. Love your sisters.
- - - - - - - - - - - -4/26
Ryan Dwyer: Congratulations on
going active. Your mom is proud
of you. Love Jill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
PLAN
YOUR
NEXT
SEMESTERS FUNCTIONS AT
TED'S. CALL EARLY SO THAT
YOU CAN GET THE DATES
THAT YOU WANT. CALL MIKE
TRIES, BRIAN OR TED AT 3459732.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 4/26
Sign up now to have your
Centennial Edition Warbler waiting for you in the fall. Contact
Student Publications at 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
1960-70's clothes and shoes .
Darylio Rose resale shop. N. sd.
sq. Wed.-Sat. 12p.-5pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21,6,8
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Kevin
"Flip py"
Carroll :
Congratul ations on lavaliering
supermodel Niki Taylor, your Sig
Nu Bros. are proud!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/26
Odie: Together we're beer drinking, gambl ing , women hating
demigods, remember KEVIN
CARROLL'S hometown, Belleville
has all 3!
, , . . - - - - --------,--4126
If there was anything to do on this
damn campus then maybe guys
like KEVIN "Flippy" CARROLL
wouldn't have to place dumb ads
like this.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/26
Good, competitive, Class A slowpitch softball team is looking for
one or two Good players to comp I ete its summer roster.
Preferably an outfielder, but will
consider any position. 348-7505,
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
SHELBI HUFF - Congratulations
on your ENGAGEMENT to Brady
Lewis! You two deserve all the
happiness in the world! Love,
Rebecca.
-,--,,..,,..-,--.,....,.--,-,...,,.--,-,,,......,....4126
CARRIE COPELAND OF A-PHI!
YOU ARE THE GREATEST!
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS! YOUR
A-MOM LOVES YOU, ALWAYS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
SUSIE JAROS and CARMEN
JANSEN of TRI-SIGMA: Senior
Send-on was a great success!
Thanks for all your hard work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Designer Clothes for gals and
guys . Jeans $5 and up. Lots
more . Darylio Rose Resale. N.
sd. of sq. 12p-5pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21 ,6,8

When your
money's
running out,
and
. the .rent
1s coming
due ...

Sell your
stuff in
The News'
Classifieds!

THEY
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YOU!!
by Bill Watterson
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Kevin "Flippy" Carroll of Sigma
Nu has taken it upon himself to
saturate todays announcements
with his pre-graduation propaganda.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Kevin "Flippy" Carroll: You are the
sexiest man on campus. We'll all
miss you! Love, The Alpha Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
KEVIN "Flippy" CARROLL leaves
his yuppie , trendy Red BMW
Convertible to Ray Moreland , a
cherry for a cherry you know!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/26
Mayor Cougill formally encourages everyone to buy KEVIN
CARROLL a case of Rolling Rock
th is weekend ... If You're 21 of
course!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
KEVIN "Flippy" CARROLL: If
you'd only stay another year we'd
gladly make you our DZ DREAM
MAN!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Kevin Carroll gives a shout-out to
his brothers of SIGMA NU, you're
all good!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
KEVIN "Flippy" CARROLL thanks
Kurt Cobain, Jerry's Pizza, and
Gateway Liquors for getting him
through all the gloomy, self-decimating days here at EIU (we all
have 'em). I miss the comfort in
being sad.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
While writing all these goofy
announcements KEVIN "FLIPPY"
CARROLL came to the crippling
realization that he will graduate in
ten days with absolutely no ideas
with what to do with his pathetic
and pathless life.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/26
The EIU Faculty encourages all
students to buy the graduating
Kevin "Flippy" Carroll a beer or
seven this weekend , he's earned
it!
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 4/26
The Pink Panthers announce
their 1995 Big Poppa: Kevin ''The
Body" Carroll of Sigma Nu!
- - ----,------4/26
Kevin Carroll of Sigma Nu doesn't
even know A.J . Geoppinger of
Alpha PHi, But she sounds like
the coolest girl ever. A.J's a fish
frying , assistant managering, clog
dancing megababe!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
BYRON "Spicoli" NICHOLSON :
Weed-wackers, grapes , and
YEEAAH!!
You ' re
the
McCoolest!. .. Flippy.
- - ~ - - - - - - -4/26
KEVIN "FLIPPY" CARROLL
thinks everyone should tune into
Beverly Hills 90210 tonight, hey it
maybe cheesy but Dylan is ten
times cooler than that Fonzie
character.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/26
Kevin "Flippy" Carroll thinks
Aaron Krizik and Mike "Thug "
McKnight need to stop lifting
weights so damn much and
should join him on the couch with
pork rinds in hand for some
action-packed
Ricki
Lake
episodes!
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 4/26
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Major league baseball is back, and so are the fans
MIAMI (AP) - By the thousands
they came back.
They came despite a 7 and one-halfmonth strike that settled nothing
except stealing the World Series from
them. They bought beer and carmel
corn, just like they always have. They
sang "Take Me Out to the Ballgame"
and cheered a cancer-stricken youth
when he threw out the season's first

ball.
There were 42,125 fans at Joe
Robbie Stadium on Tuesday night as
the belated 1995 season got on its way
with the Los Angeles Dodg,:irs beating
the Florida Marlins 8-7 before a largely
forgiving crowd.
There were 1,165 fewer fans than
attended last year's Marlins opener,
but the crowd was announced as a sell-

out anyway.
The fans booed when players tipped
their caps to them before the game, but
jeers turned to wild cheers when
Florida center fielder Chuck Carr ran
down a deep fly ball off the bat of
Delino Deshields for the season's opening out.
"I feel like a prostitute," said Ric
Anderson, 26, vacationing fro~ ,

Washington D.C. "The thing for fans to
do is to stay out of the ballpark, but I'm
not strong enough to do it, I don't have
the backbone."
Dodgers catcher Mike Piazza said he
has a new gratitude for the game he
plaY,s: ":No matter what you do, especially baseball that goes on for a long
time unchanged, you are liable to start
taking it for granted.

Field _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

look at the field and we would never hear from them again.
So that field really hurt us."
The first season on the new field, in 1982, the softball team
went 45-7 and finished third in the College World Series.
Williams said he first began supporting women's athletics
after attending a women's basketball game where he was
almost alone.
"It was 1973 - the first women's basketball game I ever
went to," Williams said. "There were two people in the stands
- a guy by the name of Floyd Akins and myself That was it,
just two people watching the ball game."
Since then, both Glenn and Joan have done everything possible to support the women's athl.etic programs.

Final _ __

It was the Williamses that established an endowment fund
for Eastern's women's basketball coaches, which former
women's basketball coach and current assiitant to the vice
president Bobbie Hilke says is the first for any coaching position in the United States.
"That's very special," Hilke said.
"They also endowed women's athletic scholarships that
rotate among volleyball, basketball, softball and track and
field, as well as opening their homes to the athletes."
Williams says he is amazed about the long span of time he
spent at Eastern.
'
"I was here a long time," Glenn said. "I tell people I lived
through, survived or outran four (school) presidents, two acting presidents, 14 vice presidents, 26 deans and enough
department heads to fill O'Brien Stadium."

♦

From Page 12

when any differences arise in her
department.
"In being a problem solver, I like
to be creative," Flynn said. "I think
that's a uniqueness about me."
An aspect that Flynn believes is
a positive for her, is her willingness
to complete any task that she may
befriend.
"In my work ethic, I do whatever
it takes to get the job done," Flynn
said. "I do really work hard to be a
team player."
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"Rachael"

•

6aked Italian sandwich
on Foccacia !,read wlcup
of soup or salad
• Chicken fried steak,
real mashed potatoes,.
vegetal:,les and roll
• Garden omelette, with
soup and a muffin

EVENING SPECIALS

Mon-Sat AFI'ER 5PM
•

Southwestern chicken
with salad and corn
17read

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427
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DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS
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REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center

Telephone: 581-2821

FACILITY RECREATION HOURS
INTERSESSION AND SUMMER
MAY 15 - AUGUST 7, 1995

INTRAMURAL TEAM SPORTS
SPRING CHAMPIONS

Sport

Basketball
· v,.,L,., ll"JH Al fi ..,..; J ~llv OJ

· - 1viens rro
- Men's Univ.
- Men's 5'10"
- Women's
Indoor Soccer
- Men's
-Women's

Wallyball
- Men's
- Women's
- Co-Rec

Facility

Champion

J ,s. ·

9V£J.1

uJ JJhfi

Wolves
Sigma Chi "A"
Snapperheads
Delta Chi
Alpha Phi

O

Mon-Fri

Sat

rE

play i
befon
thew,
The
3p.m.
Pa11
bring

Sun

Student Rec Center
8am-10pm
10am-8pm
~.,,La,Q,fihJ3:yjJ9ing_O) j i l • .u, ~mn1WJ2ffi., c. J.Q_g~.§mn
Lantz Fieldhouse(l)
2pm..'. l'Opm 10am-'8pfu'
Lantz Pool
6pm-8pm
3pm-5pm
10am-8pm
Racquetball Courts(2) .!3am-l0pm
Lantz Equipment Rm . 7:30am-9:00pm Closed

12pm-8pm
11~111-Sprn__.,1
12pm-8prfi
3pm-5pm
12pm-8pm
Closed

(1) Camps & Special events take priority.
( 2) Classes take priority.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Sigma Pi "A"
Alpha Gamma Delta II
Thundering Herd Two

1-M POLICY CHANGES FOR FALL 1995

WNCH SPECIALS

L

ByPJ

Co-Rec Volleyball & Softball results in Lantz trophy case,
May 2, 1995.

Congrats on your
NEW Joi,! Can we
say CRAWL? Lo~e,
"5teph" & "Kato"

Tb,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

*LEVEI.S OF PIAY UNDER MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CO-REC DMSIONS:

ACTIVITY

MON.-THUR.

Aerobics

4pm Step
5pm Low (M,W)

Aqua Aerobics

5 pm

Wellness Center- 3-7pm M,W
*(Open during 8-wk. session only)

Lantz Pool
SRC 207

Canoe Checkout: Available through the Recreational
Sports Office - $5.00 per day. Call 581-2821 for details.

GENERAL INFORMATION
"A" - Pro-Level• (Above average to highly skilled)Teams comprised of skilled and competitive individuals.
Any former intercollegiate athletes MUST participate in
this league level, WITII A UMIT OF ONE PER TEAM,
OR TWO sport club members per team.
All Fraternity "A" teams in this level.
"B" - Univ. Level• (Intermediate skill level)Teams are recreationally competitive. No sport club
members allowed at this level.
"C" - College-Level• (Beginning to average skill level)Teams enter this level strictly for casual play and
recreational purposes. Teams participate in an extended
round robin league with no post-season tournament.
- - Levels ofplay restricted to team sports schedule. - -

------------------------*FIAG FOOTBALL RULE CHANGES

1. "Screen blocking" on the line of scrimmage - No contact blocking.
2. Quarterback is able to run up the middle only
when first dropping back for a pass play.

- Facilities closed July 1-4 and August 8-16, 1995
- Indoor sports equipment available for daily check-out at
SRC office all hours.
- Indoor/ Outdoor equipment also available at Lantz Issue
Room except wkncls.
- Racquetball/Indoor tennis courts available on first-come,
first-served basis during summer.
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SPECIAL HOURS DURING FINALS WEEK:

2.35-2:

Student Rec. Ctr. - Open until 10 pm Mon.-Thur.
Closed at 8 pm Fri. May 5.
Lantz/Buzzard Pools - Regular hours through Thurs. 5/ 4
Aerobics - Regular schedule through Wed. 5/ 3.
Aqua Aerobics - Regular schedule through Wed. 5/3

SRC HOURS FOR WEEK AFTER FINALS:
Sat. & Sun. (May 6 & 7) - Closed
Mon. thru Fri. (May 8-12) - 8am - 8pm (no_aerobics or pool)
Sat. 5/ 13 - Closed
Sun. 5/ 14 - 2-8 pm (no aerobics or pool).
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Lady Panthers drop double dip -in home finale
Williams Field, four
seniors recognized
before doubleheader
By TOM WILLIAMS
StaffWiiter

The Eastern softball team lost both
ends of a doubleheader to Illinois
State yesterda)" in -the team's final
home games of the year.
The Lady Panthers lost the first
game 4-0 and the second 3-0, dropping their record to 25-23 overall.
"Obviously, We're disappointed ,"

Eastern coach Beth Perine said after White's performance. "Mandy threw
her team failed to score a run in both great," she said.
contests and managed only four hits. · White, who took the loss, gave up
Missy Porzel gave up eight hits only one run through the first six
and allowed three earned runs for the innings, but the Redbirds added two
Panthers in the first game.
more in the seventh to complete the
"She was struggling," Perine said of scoring.
Porzel's performance, but she added
Williams Field was officially dedithat the defense did not do too well cated to Glenn and Joan Williams in
either.
a pre-game ceremony. Glenn WillPorzel, second on the team in iams worked for Eastern for more
earned run average with a 2.58 ERA than 30 years and retired as Vice
heading into yesterday's games, took President of Student Affairs iri 1993.
the loss, giving her· a 9-9 record in 23
Between games, four seniors were
games.
honored for playing in their last
Mandy White pitched the second home game . Nicole Chapman, Coli
game and gave up three earned runs Turley, Aimee Klein and Sharna
on nine hits. Perine was pleased with McEwan received tribute for their

contributions to the Eastern softball
program.
"I am very honored to be their
coach," Perine said about the four
starters who make up the nucleus of
the team.
Turley was selected as the Raw:
lings/Mid-Continent Conference
Player of the Week for last week. She
batted .394, knocked in 11 runs and
posted a .636 slugging percentage.
Her contribution helped Eastern go
5-3 on the week.
"Coli has spent five years here at
Eastern, working hard every day,"
Perine said. "This is a nice recognition, and we are very excited for her,"
she added.

Baseball team at Illinois State for non-league game
Panthers take short break
from Mid-Con title chase
for non-conference contest
By PAUL DEMPSEY
S£2_rts editor

The Eastern baseball team, hot in a race for the
top record in the Mid-Continent Conference, has to
play its final two non-conference games this week
before getting back to the conference schedule over
the weekend.
The Panthers (24-13) travel to Normal today for a
3 p.m. contest against Illinois State.
Panther head coach Jim Schmitz said the Redbirds
bring an explosive offense, especially during mid-

week games.
"They're a very good offensive team. They swing
the bats really well so it will be a good test for us,"
Schmitz said. ''We're going to start Chris Hall, but
he'll only go three or four innings."
Schmitz said Hall, and Brian Neal, who will start
tomorrow at Notre Dame, will only pitch three or four
innings so other pitchers on the staff can get some
work in.
"It will be a good chance for me to get a few of my
other pitchers - (Caleb ) Englehardt , (Dave )
Hamilton, (Tony) Gilio, (Eric ) Murphy - some
innings," Schmitz said. "I'm going to look to win both
games. But for us to play well at the end of the year,
one of those pitchers is going to have to come through
and pick us up.
"So we'll get a number of pitchers on the mound
the next two days."

Quarterback _ _ _ _ _ __

Rams _ _ _ _ __

back position with Mark Swinning, Mark
Doherty and Ron Reichert. So we weren't pushEastern offensive line coach Clancy Barone ing hard for any new (quarterback) recruits,"
helped bring in Willingham's teammate Jamie Bar?ne said. "W,; had to ha:ve ~ P-,~lise~l}~E:l JA 1
Hamilton, a H=-foot-7, 290-pound taclile, iii early quarterbacks were not a pnonty."
April. Barone said the Panthers were fortunate
Spoo added that he feels lucky to find a playto get Willingham because the Eastern staff er ofWillingham's caliber.
wasn't looking hard for a quarterback early in
"We're really fortunate to find a guy this late
the recruiting process since Eastern already in the recruiting process that was still availhad four QB's at the time.
able," Spoo said, "and who we think is an out"We were actually very deep at the quarter- standing player and a great person."

t From Page 12
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''And certainly, they're close
to the .9 lWn.lP,WgI} airport and
the Coles County Airport. Also,
Indianapolis is only a couple of
hours away, so they're in a
pretty good location."
McBee said the Rams are
looking at about seven or eight
other schools to hold its sum-
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For inside dining only
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mer camp. The school chosen
would have a one-year contract with the Rams, with the
possibility of going more than
one year.
"They'll get back to us with
some specifications on what
they need exactly, and we'll get
back with them in terms of
what we can do to qualify,"
McBee said.

• From Page 12
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• Eastern lefty Beau Szul was
named the Mid-Con Pitcher of the
Week for his work during the
Panthers' 17-5 win over Chicago
State on Saturday.
Szul, a junior from Oak Lawn,
struck out 11 Cougars in just five
innings of work. He gave up only
one hit and walked two.
"He had some arm trouble in the
fall, and his arm hasn't felt super,"
Caleb
Schmitz said. "Now it's starting to
Engelhardt
warm up a little bit and I think his
arm is feeling better and better - and he threw with
some really good velocity.
"Those are the kind of things I like to see going
into the end of the year. If you're playing better at the
end of the year, then anything can happen.
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Panthers ink backup signal caller
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

The Eastern football team has finally received some extra backup help for
starting quarterback Pete Mauch.
Seth Willingham, a 6-foot-4, 205pound quarterback from Milford Academy, has signed a letter of intent to
play football for the Panthers next season.
Willingham, who made a verbal commitment to Eastern last week, will join
Ryan Beckman as the only other
Panther quarterback.

Head coach Bob Spoo said Willingham's experience at a college prep
school, playing some junior varsity Ivy
League teams, gives him an added
boost at the start of the season.
"He won't be red-shirted," Spoo said.
"Being at a prep school does not eat
into your time. In other words, he's
treated really like an incoming freshman.
"He still has four years of eligibility
left even though he played a semester
at the prep school. .Mid he has played
again t some good competition, so in
one regard it's an advantage."

Spoo said Willingham definitely has
the tools to become a strong quarterback with the Panthers.
"He's a big guy and he's very athletic.
He was an outstanding basketball
player back in his' home town
(Columbia, Md.)," Spoo said. "He's very
talented. He's got a strong arm - and
he's a very poised guy."
Willingham would enter his freshman season with an opportunity to
challenge Pete Mauch for the starting
job. But Spoo said Willingham's presence will mostly provide for competitive
practices.

"He's going to come in and I hope
provide some competition," Spoo said.
"Pete's got the starting job right now
and he's going through spring practice
that way. I don't know whether Seth
would be able to come in - and how far
he can push him (Mauch). But I think
he's going to be more than just an adequate backup.
"If worse came to worse, and Pete
went down (with an injury), we're hoping he (Willingham) would be able to
step in."

t See QUARTERBACK Page 11

No Bull: Rams' rep
tours EIU campus
St. Louis officials
consider Eastern
for training site
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

JASON JONES/Staff photographer

Nothing but racket
Freshman tennis player Joseph Kantor returns a hit du.ring a recent practice at the Weller Courts. The team's match with Indiana University-Purdue
University-Indianapolis scheduled for Tuesday was canceled.

A representative of the St. Louis
Rams visited Eastern's campus yesterday to evaluate whether or not the
Rams will hold their summer camp
here.
John Oswald, St. Louis' Director of
Football Operations, was shown
Eastern's facilities by Athletic Director
Bob McBee on Tuesday morning.
McBee said he thought the tour went
well.
"I think he (Oswald) was quite
impressed," McBee said. "He went to
look at the (football) fields - and our
fields are in pretty good shape. They
would need two of the five that we have
available. He also got a chance to visit
with the football coaches for a few minutes and get their perspective on it."
McBee said Oswald was also shown

Softball field finally dedicated
By ANTHONY NASELIA
Staff wrtter

didn't even have a level playing field to play its
games on. Williams recalls the unbearable playing conditions that the softball team was being
Yankees Stadium has been known as 'The exposed to.
house that Ruth Built.' The Eastern softball
"I was going home on my bicycle down Fourth
field can now be known in the Eastern athletic St., and Deanna (D'Abbraccio) had softball
department as the field that Glenn and Joan practice on that lousy field," he said. "I stopped
Williams built.
to talk to her and I said 'Don't you get a better
Before Eastern's softball game Tuesday practice field than this?' And she said, 'Practice
against Illinois State, just a day short of 12 field? This is our varsity field.' I was shocked.
years when the first softball game was played
"So I hopped back on my bicycle and went
on the current site, the field the Williamses back to Old Main and I went to President
built, which bears their name, was officially (Daniel) Marvin and said 'We're going to build
dedicated to them.
the softball team a new field. Somebody could
Glenn Williams, Vice President of Student get killed in that cow pasture.' That's how it got
Affairs from 1960-1992, and his wife Joan, have started."
been supporters of Eastern women's athletics
Williams said the first field was so bad that
for over two decades. This past weekend, a stat- even the little league team wouldn't play on it
ue (funded by the Williamses) bearing the num- for the fear of injuries.
ber of women's athletic standout Nancy
The field's condition, as Williams recalled,
Kassebaum also was unveiled.
also put a damper on recruiting solid athletes.
Glenn, who is currently living in Colorado . He would try avoiding the field - with little sucwith his wife, was very proud to have the field cess, however - when showing softball recruits
named after he and his wife.
the campus.
"I'm very proud that they named the field
"I would bring recruits in and I would show
after us," Williams said. "If they're going to them Lantz building, then they would ask to
name anything after us, it should be something see the softball field. So I'd say 'let's go over to
like this that represents women.
Lantz or Dvorak (Concert Hall). You'll love it
"We've worked very hard for women's equity there.' Then they would say 'Softball field next,
over the years, and still do. People think I want sir!'
to put women ahead of everybody. No, I just
"And many of these recruit were clas
want a level playing field for them."
women - 4.0 grade point average, in demand all
Before the current field was constructed over the United States. They would take one
more than 12 years ago, the softball program
~ See FIELD Page 10

the Lantz Building - its classrooms,
changing facilities and storage space.
Oswald then went on a tour of campus housing wjth Mark Shaklee, who
works in the housing office, and looked
at Lawson and Stevenson Halls.
"They're looking for a place that they
think is fairly self-contained, like the
(St. Louis) Cardinals wanted," McBee
said.
"We put our best foot forward and
were very frank with him with what we
could do, and what we couldn't do.
We're just hoping the interest (to hold
camp at Eastern) is still there."
The former St. Louis Cardinals held
their summer camp at Eastern before
moving to Phoenix.
McBee said Eastern is a good spot
for a summer camp because the team
won't have distractions that a large
city, or a town close to a large city
would have.
"I think they want to be in a situation where they're somewhat isolated
from the press and from the nightlife
areas, so their players can just concentrate on football," McBee said.
• See RAMS Page 11

Final interviewee familiar
with winning and losing
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor

Tracey Flynn, the last of
five candidates for the position of associate athletic
director/senior women's administrator, has been on
both the winning and losing
side of collegiate athletic .
She was a manager for the
University of Connecticut's
field hockey team that won
an NCAA championship,
and finished runner-up three
other times. But she was
also a member of UConn's
women's basketball team - a
squad she says was sub-par
compared the championship
Lady Huskies of today.
"I've had a chance to be on
the opposite side of the pinnacle," Flynn said during her
interview yesterday. "I got to
see both sides."
Flynn said seeing both
ides of winning and losing
programs first-hand has
enlightened her outlook on

collegiate sports.
"I've really had an opportunity to have a broad perspective by participating in
athletics," Flynn said.
Flynn, who received her
bachelor's degree in communications, also has a master's
in sports management. Both
degrees are from Connecticut.
Flynn also explained that
she prefers to have a team
effort in her work setting,
and that she treats everybody equally.
"I like to cultivate a work
with atmosphere - not a
work for atmosphere," Flynn
said. "I try to be fair in
everything I do. I make decisions for what's right, what's
wrong and what's fair."
As assistant director of
athletics for management
and senior women' · administrator at Fairfield (Conn.)
Univer ·ity, Flynn sees herself a "a problem solver"
• See FINAL Page 10
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"Fever" gets audience hot!
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Photos by Lori Rubenacker
Eastern students strike a pose as they show of the latest attire for the season at the
Spring fashion show. The event, sponsored by the Black Student Union, was
entitled 'Fever 95' and included casual, sport, and formal wear for today's college students.
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symbolized purity; scene two, Passion-symbolized the desire within; scene three, Brighter Days-showcased the bight clothing that
the models were wearing; scene four, Determination-repres~nted a
business attitude; scene five, Satisfaction- highlighted sports wear;
The Black Student Union sponsored it's 2nd annual fashion scene six, Desire-showcased After 5 apparel. The final scene Fever
show, on April 6th , in the Grand
·
was not actually a run way scene."! wantBallroom of the Martin Luther King
ed to end the show with something differJr. University Union.
ent. . . something that promoted fever."
Dedicated to Richmond Davis, the
Davis said.
uncle to fashion show coordinator
The event stirred up not only interest,
Marlowe Davis.the shows theme was
but also controversy in audience mementitled "Fever."
bers.
According to Marlowe Davis," The
"The fashion show had an influence on
title fever relates to spring and sumaudience members because many people
mer. When you think of fever you
were interested in being in next year's
think of hot."
show." Robert Walker, a junior said.
The show hosted a diverse number
Many audience members however, left
of audience meinb!'!r&. There were
the event with mixed emotions . Some
students felt that because the event was
over 100 ,audience members, that consponsored by The Black Student Union,
sisted of Eastern's faculty, student
body, and local residents.
why were there so many White students
Twenty-two .models participated in
walking the run way? And students conthis year's show.
tinued to question the controversial final
Jillone Nettles, afreshman, said she
scene that depicted a Black man wearing
participated because she had previous
a chained leash about his neck while a
experience."! have been modeling
White female pulled and yanked at him
since I was 2 years old." Nettles said.
as if he were an animal.
Davis responded to these opinions and
,"I was asked to participate, tried out,
attitudes by saying, "I tried to get as
and was selected."
As the curtain opened the audience
many Black individuals as possible. All I
was greeted to a smoke filled stage
could get was 20 Blacks out of 500 stuand to the pulsating up tempo rhythm
dents to participate." He stated further,
of fast paced music. Models graced
"Fashion is not like that, it's not Black or
White . You must have an open mind
the runway to an enthusiastic crowd
sporting fashions from stores such as,
because if you don't, that promotes segreCapezio, The Limited, Dejaiz, Merry
gation."
Go Round, J. Riggins, and Triple Play
Davis also responded to the attitudes
Sports.
concerning the final scene.
The show consisted of seven scenes,
Photo by Lori Rubenacker "I was not trying to put down the Black
each scene had a particular Ellsmuno Crawford displays formalwearman." Davis said. "If a girl can walk as good
meaning.Scene one, Back To Basics- at the BSU fashion show.
•
as Naomi, come talk to me, because you
By KISHA V. JENKINS
Staff Writer
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Acrobats amaze crowd with a variety of stunts
Then, five of the acrobats jumped around
the flag.
Following the "Dragon Flag," they
Acrobatics has a very long history in China, When it first performed "Yo-Yo" in which the acrobats
started, only the King of China, high level officers or rich used a cover from a cooking pan as yo yo
people could watch performances, It was a privilege for and treated the yo-yo as part of their bodacrobats to perform in front of the King and his families, ies. They eventually took control of the
After the performance, the owner of the acrobats would ask yb-yo making it go up and down and left
the officers close to the King to sign a paper which proved tJ right.
The acrobats then performed "Foot
that they performed in front of the King. Then the owner
would show the paper to whoever he saw. It helped him to Jogging." One of the female acrobats
get more business and those acrobats would become the used her feet to make a big flower jar
high class acrobats in China. Because of this they could travel around in different directions. She
needed to have a very strong feet in order
charge a lot of money for their performances.
Later, common people in China wanted to watch the acro- to do this performance. Then, she
bats and some even wanted to join the acrobats. As more changed from the flower jar to a dinner
and more people requested to join, the acrobats opened table, large enough for four people sit
schools to train people to become acrobats. In those down to eat dinner. She used one foot to
schools, acrobats learned to used anything they could touch move it around while, at the same time,
as a tool to perform. They first had to learn kung fu because she had a silk fan in each hand and a big
kung fu can make them physically stronger than average towel on the other foot. She worked with
people. Before they would go into their basic training, acro- all these tools at the same time. Later, an
bats had to learn how to work with each other. They started acrobat put a big, long piece of wood on '
their training at four years-old or younger and training could top of her feet. Two girls came up and
one sat on each end of the wood. Using
sometimes last 10 years or longer.
As time went by, acrobats' performances became more the wood as a swing, the audience then realized that she was
and more informal. Everyone could watch, not just rich peo- doing "Merry Go Around."
The next performance was "Fire." Some acrobats used
ple.
On April 11th, the Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats per- blindfolds to cover their eyes and jumped over a circle
formed their exciting show in the Grand Ballroom of the which had knives around it. It was called "Fire" because the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. It was their sec- knives were supposed to be on fire, but it was not used for
ond performance at Eastern since 1993. The Golden Dragon safety reason. After that, some female dancers performed
Acrobats consists of 17 members, two of which are under their "Ribbon Dance." The dance was graceful and the
the age of eight. The two hour performance packed the dancers looked very beautiful.
Next, the acrobats performed "Water Jogging." In this, an
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom
with students, local residents and many children. acrobat used a string to connect two cups of water and
Approximately 400 tickets were sold, according to swung them with his hand without dropping any water on
University Board Human Potential Committee member, the floor. "High Chair" followed "Water Jogging" where
acrobats put four wine bottles on the top of a table, stacked
Tony Perez.
Children seemed to enjoy the show more than the adults. chairs on top of the wine bottles and an acrobat stood on top
The acrobats received a lot of applause throughout the of the fourth chair.
The performance of "Lion" included an acrobat playing
evening.
Before the performance, the manager of the Golden with a lion (not a real lion) and two small lions and
Dragon Acrobats warned the audience that their perfor- "Unicycle" involved a female acrobat riding on a unicycle
mance was very dangerous and the audience should not try and crossing over eight beer bottles. "Jar Jogging" was simit in their homes.
The Acrobats opened their performance ilar to "Foot Jogging" where an acrobat used his head to
by doing "Dragon Flag" where an acrobat was playing with support a big water jar, made it go around and then went in
his big dragon flag in the middle of the Grand Ballroom. circles himself while the jar stayed in the same position,

-F
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By SARAH WONG
Staff writer

I

With "Dancing Plates" the acrobats placed plates on top of
thin sticks and danced with the plates without the plates
falling off at all.
Also performed was "Chinese Comedy," a skit where a
server broke a mirror and asked another server to act as his ·
owner on the other side of the mirror. "Chinese Puppets"
was similar to Japanese boxing in which an acrobat acted as
two boxers and the characters tried to knock each other
down. This is an act that originally comes from Mongolia.
The acrobats ended their performance with a surprise
show. First, an acrobat stood in the middle of the Grand
Ballroom while the rest of the acrobats followed him. They
stood next to each other and one acrobat held another acrobat up in the air, supporting each other only with their hands.
Then, an acrobat rode on a bicycle as the rest of the acrobats
jumped on the bicycle one by one. Eventually they stood on
the bicycle and it looked like a pine tree because some of the
female acrobats stood on the outside with silk fans in their
hand.
The audience showed their appreciation to the acrobats
through a lot of applause. Many, especially the children,
wanted to see more of the show and some children did not
want to leave at all. The next stop for the Chinese Golden
Acrobats is Ohio.
I
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UK journalist shares experiences with Eastern campus
BY JENNIFER NIEVES
Staff writer
"Broadcasting and the news talks to everybody,"
was the main message that Sir David Nicholas tried
to get across to over 75 students attending his lec·ture on Tuesday, April 11. Nicholas, former editor
in chief for the London based Independent
Television News, acted as guest speaker in honor of
Journalism week.
Sir Nicholas reminisced and shared stories of his
days as editor. He served as chairman for the
broadcast station for 30 years and retired in 1991.
Although Nicholas lives and works in London, he
received his degree in the U.S., attending the
University of California at Berkley. He then went
on to become Associate Editor for ITN in 1962 and
was appointed Editor in Chief in 1973.

Throughout his life, Nicholas ha s had many
accomplishments from filming a document of the
Prince and Princess of Whales that raised $2 million
for charity to having the honor of producing the top
newscast station in 1967.
According to Sir Nicholas, 70% of the people in
Great Britain rely on television as their main source
of news. Because of their efforts to report the news
honestly and objectively, his station won the respect
of the British people and was also given three
months to make their first prime time news slot successful.
Nicholas went on to say that it is because of television that places like Bosnia, Somalia and Rwanda
have received help in the past. Through television,
people see others suffer and World leaders are
forced to act. "Of course, at times of war there
must be some censorship," said Nicholas, who

revealed that the military controlled the media
briefing in Panama and Grenada.
Nicholas also said there are big differences in
regulations between the U.S. and the United
Kingdom. "The tabloids are more outrageous in tbe,
U.S." said Nicholas . He a}.sp.,a(jgi;i:;t~d.1tb..·~Juijr:ttfih
tabloids cover mqr~ ,i:q~al qi~1311J,¢ rtha.Jv1~ y.,thi-qg
else.
The former editor added that every broadcast station has different rules and must sign separate contracts with the parliament. Infringement on any
rules could cost the station up to 3% of their revenue.
One could say that Nicholas was-- drawn to his
profession because of the time period in which he
was born. Being born in 1930, Nicholas says that he
corresponded with the age of broadcasting and says
that his generation is known as "the children of

e ta 1gma eta orority corporat
23 in the University Union Rathskellar. The event was held to provide schoJastic opportunities fpr; minori,fy
students in the Charleston-Mattoon area.. This award allows a minority students tt;ie .op,r,om,mity~to atten_tl
college. This year's recipient was chosen from four outstanding candidates . The winning 'candidate of the
1995 Jabberwock Scholarship was LaK.imbre Brown of Mattoon Jr. High School. Brown received a $400
scholarship to Eastern Illinois University. Also recognized at the luncheon was the outstanding MAP student,
female basketball player, track player and the 1995 Miss Black EIU Yolonda Williams.
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Photo Opinion: What changes would
you like to see in Minority Today?

Amy Dalquist/freshman psychology

Jessica Barding/freshman
Undecided

of
tes

''I would like to see a focus on the good
things concerning interracial relationships. I see many blacks, whites, and
people of other races talking and walking together to classes. That's where
togetherness needs to begin; on a grass
roots level."

"I think it would be nice to see more
positive aspects rather than
foq:1sing
op, the negative. Everyone
l
;
, •
., cb., i& ajw.<;1:ys fighting."
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All photos
by Chet
Piotrowski

Rob Noe/Sophomore
Business

Paul Mendoza/Sophomore
Business

"I would like to see a larger sports
and entertainment section in the
Minority Today."

"I would like to see a section on
outstanding faculty and student
achievers at Eastern Illinois
University."
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Eddie E. Neal JrJJunior Zoology

in
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"What.I would like to see is a column of "I would like more interracial activities
t!Wei~l.M'e htsi~a'Tl~d' 1>'Some one you ·
covered in the Minority Today."
stid6r'd lrno'w.11?Whl!re ·tlfreb.mi notify'
students are single out and interview.
The interview could be about their
major and how they feel about how
they feel about their classes hobbies and
recreation
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Yui Ozaki/Junior Theatre
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Kaori Hazama/Junior Journalism

Tamami Maki/Freshman Psychology

"I want to see more international
students' activities such as
International Tea or Dinner. Also, I
want to to hear about other international students' voice about Eastern."

"I want to know about what kind of
problems people who are called
"minority" have and what are they
thinking and doing for these
problems."
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· :this.month's photo opinion
, '.i. peitains.'to what kind ·o f
iss.ues should be covered in
__ _Minority Today next fall.

·,'

What changes would you like to
see in Minority Today?
Give us a call or write to us we
want to know what you think!
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International students say farewell to IHOP
By SARAH WONG
Staff writer
"Farewell, IHOP!" In two weeks,
most residents of the International
House will be ready {o say this to
their beloved resident hall and
move on to a new environment.
The International House, located
at the corner of 9th Street, was
used as a greek house before it
became a resident" hall to house
international students. That is
where International House's name
origin ated. The school let local
students move into International
House. Just for fun, some students
started to call the Interna tiona l
Hou se, "T he International Hou se of
People " which i s s imilar to "T he
International Hou se of Pancake s,"
and this is how the acronym IHOP
first starte d.
IHOP is a two story . building in
which only 31 residents reside.
This is half of what the complex
can hold. The ground floor is for
male residents, while the second
floor is for female residents . IHOP
has three international students

who currently live there; Mayumi
Yotsumoto, Ki Park and Woo Park.
Just like other resident halls,
IHOP has hall council meetings.
What makes IHOP different to
other resident halls is that IHOP
has no escort policy, has a fireplace , a big kitchen , a great pool
table, a T .V. and a big lounge with
stone wall. In every room, residents have their own carpet and
refrigerator.
IHOP has a family atmosphere
and residents accept others who
come from different cultures and
different family backgrounds.
They treat each other as a fami l y
member.
The Housing Office decided to
change the International Hou se
from a resident hall to a graduate
student apartment in mid-March
due to the demand for graduate students apartments. The apartments
which EIU has right now is mainly
for married students or students
with families . Housing for graduate
students is limited and sometimes
it is difficult to find an apartment
off campus. Usually by the time

students get their acceptance letter
m o s t o f th e a.p a rt m e n t s , b o th o n
and off campus, are taken. The
International House is a good start
for graduate student apartments.
When the residents first heard
the news, they were surprised and
could not believe it. Now they
have to get ready to move their
belongings to other residence halls.
Despite the change, three residents
will remain in IHOP for a variety
of reasons .
When asked how they feel a bout
leaving IHOP and going to a new
environmen ,t , Luke Neumann, hall
cou n se lor , said, "We ll , I am going
to miss everybody. I think of
IHOP as my home and everybody
here as my 'fami-ly. I am 'sa d , but it
i s time for me to ' move on, make
big bucks and buy a really cool
car."
Kim Mies, R'.A. on the second
floor , said, "I think my final year
at EIU has been improved thanks to
all of the residents here. I will
miss everyone next year." Lydia
Fisher , a resident of IHOP,
responded , "Well, life is full of

Th.4

J

difficult decision, but I have decided that this year could not have
been any better . Best of luck to
everyone. I will miss this IHOP
family ."
The residents of IHOP wil l miss
their hall counselor, Neumann, who
will graduate on this coming May.
They will also miss Mies, who will
be student teaching this coming
fall. Residents wish both of them
the best of luck for their future and
hope they will keep in touch.
For all of the residents, they
will miss the friends hip s which
they established over the last year.
They hope to keep in touch with
each other, but will not be able to
see each other as much as they
u s ed to. They also will miss the
Inte rnational Tea, which is hosted
in the International House once a
month.
"Farewell, IHOP! Farewell, my
friends! We are leaving you soon,
but our roots are still here. Maybe
one day we will return to see you
again. I hope this day w i 11 be
soon!"
0

Book discusses racial stereotypes
among minorities in the media
By CHRISTINE STARR
Managing editor

In the struggle for racial equality, progress usually
develops slowly. There are many barriers along the
way. The greatest of these barriers is racial stereotypes. These generalizations, based largely on rumor
and fear, may seem harmless to those that harbor
beliefs in them. But these images can and do eventually lead to distorted portrayals of racial groups in
the media as well as in other aspects of society and
can prove to be seriously harmful.
Numerous stereotypes about racial groups exist in
America. The assumption that Asians are superintelligent over achievers out to take industries and
jobs away is one example. Another is the miscon-

ception that Hispanics are freeloading foreigners
looking to earn a quick dollar before being deported
back to their home countries.
One of the most severely exploited stereotypes is
that of the black man as sex-crazed, irresponsible
and dangerous . This myth has persevered throughout all of America's existence, lasting even to the
present day. In his book, "The Assassination of the
Black Male Image",( 1994, Los Angeles, Middle
Passage Press) Earl Ofari Hutchinson , Ph. D .
describes the formation and history of this image of
black men and some mmt~m portrayals of black men
in the media.
Hutchinson's book opens with a description of his
first meeting at a San Francisco book fair with the
author of the recent bestseller "Waiting To Exhale",
Terry McMillan.

I\

''Hansel and Gretel'' reliving
the musical childhood tale
By FELICIA BATES
Staff writer

members. They were hanging on
the performers' every word and
intensely awaiting the next
plateau of the production. The
play was enhanced by the performers who added his or her
own unique touch to each act.
Whether through facial expressions of exaggerated gestures, the
people on stage transformed
themselves into Hansel and
Gretel.
In my opinion, what made this
particular performance of Hansel
and Gretel good wasn't the story,
setting, dialogue or costumes but
the manner in which the performers spoke and used their voices to
make the characters come alive.
As a form of communication
with the audience, the performers

Sitting in Dvorak Concert Hall
glued to my seat, my eyes
became delighted as I watched
the performers act out the first
scene.
The play, Hansel and Gretel,
opened with the two playing
around and avoiding chores as all
little children do. Suddenly, a
character dressed in old clothes
(stereotypical to those worn by
housewives during everyday
housework) began to discipline
the children by raising her stem
voice. I was instantly captivated.
Throughout the play there was
silence, laughter, and expressions
of curiosity among audience

set their words to piano accompaniment to display the emotions of
happiness, sadness, and especially fear.
For me, the one part that stood
out beyond the rest was when the
witch, dressed in all black and
even black lipstick, ran out into
the aisle and scared the children
in the audience with her evil and
ghoulish voice. As she got closer, they screamed as though they
were terrified that she was going
to try to get them next.
At the play's conclusion ,
everyone looked as if they had
visited another world. B.ut
whether young or young at heart,
the excitement and intrigue of
this play comes by seeing it
through the eyes of a child.

THE MINORITY TODAY STAFF WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
RAYMOND McELROY

AND
DUANE CONWAY

ON BEING DRATTED INTO THE NATIONAL
FOOTBALL LEAGUE BY THE
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
GOOD LUCK, RAY AND DUANE!!
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Johnetta Jones, Someone to Know
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Staff Writer
Johnetta Jones loves to plant
seeds and watch them blossom
into full-fledged flowers.
" Thete's nothing better than
plahting a garden and watching it
grow," says a smiling Jones with
her hands clasped in front of her.
"I love growing things."
Appropriately, Jones serves as
Eastern's director of minority
affairs, planting seeds through a
special Minority Admissions
Program (MAP) and watching
them grow.
"The best feeling is taking kids
that the university says don't meet
our entry requirements, and seeing them graduate," she said.
"Graduating kids who had potential and had a spark - that makes
me feel good."
The program, directed by
Jones, admits minority students
with ACT scores 4 points below
the university requirement, provided they attend weekly study
sessions, take special classes and

meet weekly with a counselor.
"It's like building a house," she
said. "You have to go back and
take time to lay a good foundation ; slowly but surely.
"It may not go up as fast as the
one next door, and it may not be
as big," she added. "But it's not
on welfare and it will be a functional part of society."
In addition to directing MAP,
Jones runs a peer helper program
for minority freshman and trans. fer students coming to Eastern.
"The peer helper program is my
baby," she said. "I started it to
connect new students with 'survivors,' so to speak.
Thankfully, people like Jones
exist to give a helping hand.
"It feels good when I can intervene in someone's life with some
advice," she said.
"Sometimes I sit back and say
'You know? I guess I do make a
difference,''' she says with a
laugh. 'That's all one can hope."
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